
	
	
	

	

	

GLANCE PAY EXPANDS LOCATIONS AND INCREASES RATE 
OF CONSUMER ACQUISITION BY 800% IN TORONTO 
	
July 20, 2017 – Vancouver, B.C. – Glance Technologies Inc. (CSE:GET.CN) (OTCQB:GLNNF) 
(CSE:GET.WT), (FKT:GJT) is pleased to announce that Glance Pay, its mobile payment solution for 
merchants, has continued its Toronto expansion with a highly respected Toronto based chain. 

The popular vegan and vegetarian chain, Fresh Restaurants, has now agreed to launch at their 
additional four locations as a result of Glance Pay’s success at Fresh on Crawford. 

“Having chains like Fresh offer Glance Pay at all of their locations is a true testament to our ability to 
enhance both the guests’ and restaurants’ overall experience.  As we add more locations in an area, 
our offering becomes more compelling for both users and merchants,” says Desmond Griffin, CEO, 
Glance,  “The excitement and adoption of Glance Pay has been fantastic, with an 800% increase in 
the rate of consumer adoption in Toronto last month compared to just 2 months prior. As we add more 
users in an area, we become positioned to take increasing advantage of viral network effects. We are 
aggressively launching marketing campaigns to attract more consumers. This week we launched 
an initiative with the online media source Daily Hive (which has over 7 million page views per month) 
to feature contests with entry requirements to download Glance Pay, which we believe has great viral 
potential.  Simultaneously, we are forging strategic alliances with local companies to offer our 
consumers elaborate prizes, such as our current fireworks package: a helicopter ride and dinner for 2 
with a V.I.P view of the firework at a Glance Pay restaurant.” http://dailyhive.com/vancouver/glance-
pay-vip-celebration-of-light-contest. 

 

About Glance Technologies Inc. 

Glance Technologies owns and operates Glance Pay, a streamlined payment system that 
revolutionizes how smartphone users choose where to dine, order food & drink, settle bills, access 
digital receipts, earn great rewards, & interact with merchants. Glance is building a valuable network of 
merchants and consumers, and offers targeted in-app marketing, social media marketing, customer 
feedback, in-merchant messaging and custom rewards programs. The Glance Pay mobile payment 
system consists of proprietary technology, which includes user apps available for free downloads in 
IOS (Apple) and Android formats, a merchant manager apps, large scale technology hosting 
environment with sophisticated anti-fraud technology and lightning fast payment processing. 



	
	
	

	

	

For more information about Glance, please go to Glance Technologies’ website 

For more information, contact: 

Christina Rao 
Vice President, Investor Relations 
(604) 723-7480 
investors@glancepay.com 
 
Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the 
policies of the Canadian Securities Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this 
release. 

Forward-Looking Statements 

This press release contains forward-looking information or forward-looking statements (collectively "forward- 
looking information") within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward- looking information is typically 
identified by words such as: "believe", "expect", "anticipate", "intend", "estimate", "potentially" and similar 
expressions, or are those, which, by their nature, refer to future events. Glance cautions investors that any 
forward-looking information provided by Glance is not a guarantee of future results or performance, and that 
actual results may differ materially from those in forward-looking information as a result of various factors. The 
reader is referred to Glance’s public filings for a more complete discussion of such risk factors and their potential 
effects which may be accessed through the Glance's profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. 

	

	


